A lumped parameter representa-A one-dimensional scalar nonlinear differential equation of the nonlinear solution, which is valid in the vicinity of tion describing the extensional motion of thin piezoelectric a resonance, is presented. The representation relates the amrods oriented in an arbitrary direction with respect to the plitude of the rod displacement nonlinearly to the voltage principal axes of an arbitrarily anisotropic crystal is obtained across the electrodes. The external circuitry is incorporated from the general nonlinear three-dimensional equations of in the analysis and an equation relating the amplitude of the electroelasticity.' Only the elastic nonlinearities are includrod displacement nonlinearly to the driving voltage and othed in the description. The electrical behavior is taken to be er circuit parameters is obtained. linear since quartz has small piezoelectric coupling. The
It should be carefully noted that the coupling between treatment provides the relation between the quadratic and extension and flexure, which can exist in an anisotropic rod, cubic nonlinear extensional coefficients of the rod and the is not included in this description. However, since the coufundamental anisotropic elastic constants of second, third, pling of a high overtone of flexure with a low extensional and fourth order, along with the well-known relation mode occurs only for certain well separated geometries, 4 the between Young's modulus and the fundamental second-orequation for the anisotropic rod presented here is valid for all der elastic constants. The quadratic rod coefficients are calother geometric ratios. This means that the equation is valid 2 culated for various orientations of quartz rods with respect for almost all geometries and certainly for all practical cases. to the principal axes of the quartz crystal. Such calculations cannot be performed for the cubic rod coefficients because I. NONLINEAR EQUATIONS the fourth-order elastic constants of quartz, on which the The stress equations of motion and charge equation of cubic coefficients depend, are not presently known.
electrostatics for material points of an electroelastic solid The steady-state solution of the nonlinear system is dewith small piezoelectric coupling may be written in the retermined at an intermodulation frequency 2 by straightforspective forms' ward iteration from the linear solution. The intermodulation "-" current-voltage relation, which is valid in the vicinity of a
resonance, is obtained and the crystal is incorporated in the DL, L 0, (2) test circuit and the relation between the intermodulation and where we have employed the conventions that capital and " driving voltages is determined. This relation and the calculower case indices, respectively, refer to the reference Cartelated quadratic rod coefficients can be used along with measian coordinates and present Cartesian coordinates of matesurements to determine the cubic rod coefficients for any rial points. We also employ the conventions that a comma desired orientation of quartz rod, including, of course, the followed by a capital index denotes partial differentiation practical 5"X cut.
with respect to the known reference coordinates, i.e., the .
In addition, the nonlinear equation and boundary conindependent variables excluding time, a dot over a variable " ditions are applied in the analysis of nonlinear resonance in denotes partial differentiation with respect to time, and requartz rods. The steady-state solution is obtained by means peated tensor indices are to be summed. The symbols p, of an asymptotic iterative procedure 3 and an expansion in um, KU, and DL, respectively, denote the reference mass density, the mechanical displacement, the Piola-Kirclihor stress tensor, and the electric displacement vector. In the nonlinear stress equations of motion, Eq. (1), it is understood that the motio of a material point is described by the funtional relation S -
which is one-to-one and differentiable as often as required, 2W wberey and 'L, respectively, denote the present and referece position of material points. The symbol (1 ic) is required for notational consistency and clarity because of the useofcaptal and lower case indices, respectively, to refer where V is the voltage across the electrodes, and D, and D, to the reference and present positions of material points.
are not needed here, and to this order deviations from what is Clearly, the mechanical displacement vector uN and preseiv shown in Eqs. (11) are negligible. Since the electrical behavand reference positions of material pointsy, and XM are reior is linear and the linear electric constitutive equation adlated by justed for the rod is well known,' it is convenient to omit the electric field W , from Eq. (7) while obtaining the nonlinear yi = 8*N(XN + UN).
(4) rod equation and then introduce the known electric quantiFor purposes of this treatment, the constitutive equaties suitably adjusted for the rod." tions forK ,, and DL may be written in the form'
Since we are interested in wavelengths of the order of I gt =yjm TLN, 
(8) we obtain while we must retain the displacement gradients u2., and
u3 that qusistaticaly accompany the dynamic longitudi- 
is substituted into both the quadratic and cubic terms in Eq.
and from Eqs. (14) and (20) we see that all KLj 0 except (26) and only quadratic and cubic terms in E, are retained to K,,. Under these circumstances all that remains of Eq. (1) is obtain 2 T,. Accordingly, the zeroth iterate takes the form
which is the basic differential equation for the anisotropic OEr= SE/s, (28b) rod. We must now find the nonlinear relation between Kn, which are the well-known results in the linear theory. Now, and u, that results from Eqs. (16). This is done in the next substituting Eqs. (28) into Eq. (26) and retaining terms no section.
higher than quadratic, we obtain
Il. NONLINEAR ANISOTROPIC ROD EQUATIONS
1T,
Since all stress components T,, have been taken to which is the first iterate for T, and is all we would need if we vanish except T,,, Eq. (7) can be put in a more useful form for want a quadratic relation for K,,. Substituting from Eq. (29) our purposes. To this end we first write Eq. (7) 
forms where sp
2 S11, r=r,+ ,,+1c.
(35b)
Equation (34) 
thogonal transformation tensor RKL is given by Figure 3 is for the rotated Y cuts with 0=0IT corre-
sponding to the rod axis along the crystallographic X direction. This figure exhibits the twofold symmetry of quartz and we recall that W3 in Eqs. (34) and ( 
simultaneous application of test tones to the resonator at two where Vis the magnitude of the applied voltage and c is the nearby frequencies co, and w) 2 , both of which are in the neighsteady driving frequency. For a rod free at both ends the borhood of w,, we consider the steady-state linear solution boundary conditions are to the vibration problem already presented in this section to
be at the frequencies w, and 2. Moreover, since we are interested only in the situation in which the intermodulation freSince the asymptotic solution to the nonlinear problem quency D is in the vicinity of 0 , N , only certain combinations is obtained by iteration from the solution of the appropriate of the nonlinear frequency products are significant. To oblinear problem, we begin the analysis with a brief presentatain expressions for the nonlinear products in Eq. (65) we tion of the known solution of the associated linear problem.
first write the dominant real solution in complex notation, As a solution of the linear problem, i.e., Eqs. (64a) 
problem has been defined standard complex notation for linu. = a. sin il. X,.
(72b) ear systems is employed. This type of procedure, i.e., the use of the previous iterate to define the linear inhomogeneous Substituting from Eqs. (72) into the homogeneous form of problem for the next iterate in the above-mentioned manner, Eqs. (70) and (71), we obtain is employed at each successive stage of iteration. In view of po2 = cvq2, (73a) the foregoing statements, the form of the linear solution, and q1. = nr/21, n odd.
(73b) previous experience" only the frequencies of(2w, -to,) and-(2W 2 -odd) are of interest in our in t e rmodulation study. Fur-d
We write the steady-state solution of the forced vibration thermore, it is sufficient for our purposes to determine the problem in the form response at (2aot -o 2 w) only because the response at ou =XA. sin V. X,, rounding discussion reveals that we need determine the first (75) iterate solution ,u, due to the quadratic nonlinearity only at -Since Eq. (75) has a resonance denominator, in the vicinity of 2w, and (a), -W) 2 ). Furthermore, in the interest of brevity we a resonance, say the Nth, one term in the series in Eq. (74) obtain nu, at 2w, only and simply present the changes in the dominates and with Eq. 169) we have result at (a), -W) 2 ). where we have used Eq. 173a) and and with the aid of the orthogonality of the sin yX,, we find 21 'sin(2N --M)itrl2 sin(2N + M)lr/2). 
d 3 V2,, s A schematic diagram of the circuit, which is driven at
X, e the two-test tone frequencies w, and w2, is shown in Fig. 5, 
U' /
where V is the driving voltage, R. the generator resistance, + (C, sin 7 ,, X,
and R. the load resistance. Application of Kirchhofi's vol2h tage equation to the circuit shown in Fig. 5 at a, and (0, in both the quadratic and cubic terms in Eq. (64a) with Eq. yields the two equations (65), neglecting terms without resonance denominators, i.e., 
where the Bm and C,. are obtained from the orthogonality of the sin v, X, and we have made use of the fact that the electrodes are shorted at zero frequency. Since the case of
primary interest is N = l and for that case M = I gives the largest term in each series in Eq. (100) and also results in the largest single term caused by the series in Eq. (100) at the respectively, from which ,AN and 2 AN are obtained in terms next iterate and we are not interested here in an exhaustive Of IV, and 2 V,, respectively, from Eq. (75). The application treatment of all possibilities, but only in indicating the naof Kirchhofrs voltage equation to the circuit shown in Fig. 5 ture of the influence of the terms in the series in Eq. (100) on at 2w, a, and 2 yields the nonlinear resonance equation and obtaining the expres- 
2h
In rcordance with the discussion surrounding Eq.
1 .]
inorder toobtain the linear equation for the first iterate, the + C, sin X, + c.c.
zeroth iterate solution is written in the form and substituted in both the quadratic and cubic terms in Eqs. 
V-d~vd V2' smnq X, iw
Since the boundary condition ik given by Eq. (68) with Eq. 2 i (65) and the V. is negligible, by virtue of Eq. (73b) the solu- 
+ Y A. sin 17 X,, n odd, 
tive procedure we are employing the influence of the large term in the expansion in Eq. (118), i.e., AN sin i7N X,, already ing that resulting from 6 and the first iterate solution. Substiappears on the right-hand side of Eqs. (104) ator and load resistance, respectively, and V, is tht g e = 2 V X,, 2hNr it h z and we do not bother to obtain any other A, because, as (128) already noted, we are interested in the solution only when w and, as usual, we have replaced 4 N by (^LN where is in the vicinity of WN and the N th eigenmode is dominant so that all other eigenmodes are negligible. Substituting from (125). This result can be used as a check for the ' determined we obtain from intermodulation measurements for any desired orienorKL = SKL, (A 3a) tation and in particular, for the practical 5* X cut of quartz.
OaKL = -SKL,

